Impaired autonomic control of heart interval changes to Valsalva manoeuvre in Chagas’ disease without overt manifestation
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Abstract

Background: In the apparent indeterminate form of Chagas’ disease, which lacks any overt clinical, electrocardiographic, and radiological manifestations of organ damage, lesions of the intrinsic autonomic innervation of heart are not striking features and evidences for cardiac autonomic dysfunction are elusive and conflicting. Objective: To evaluate the cardiac autonomic modulation based on Valsalva manoeuvre-associated heart interval variation in Chagas’ disease subjects with apparent indeterminate form. Subjects and methods: We examined 36 outpatient volunteers aged 15–51 years old (median: 36.5), in comparison with 52 healthy control individuals aged 17–49 years old (median: 29) (\( p < 0.001 \)). Each subject sequentially performed in the supine position three to four manoeuvres at an intra-oral pressure of 40 mm Hg during 20 s, under continuous DII lead electrocardiographic registration, and rate- and time-dependent indices of Valsalva manoeuvre-associated R–R interval variation were obtained. The t-test or the Mann–Whitney test was employed to compare the data between the groups. Results: No correlation was found between every index and age for the control group (\( p = 0.39–0.71 \)). The chagasic group presented similar basal to phase IV median increment (relative bradycardia) (23.7% vs. 22.7%; \( p = 0.63 \)) and smaller basal to phase III median decrement of R–R interval (relative tachycardia) (–31.7% vs. –35%; \( p = 0.02 \)) in comparison to the control group, respectively. The median Valsalva ratio showed a tendency for reduction in chagasics (1.78 vs. 1.90; \( p = 0.08 \)). Prolonged median time (14.2 vs. 10.3 s; \( p < 0.001 \)) and slowed median velocity (5.1%/s vs. 8.9%/s; \( p < 0.001 \)) of the phases III–IV bradycardia were also observed in chagasic group. The majority (58.3%) of the chagasics presented exclusively at least one depressed, and 8.3% presented at least one enhanced index of rate- and/or time-dependent heart interval responses beyond the 25th or 75th control percentiles, and 27.8% presented at least one depressed and other enhanced index, while 5.6% showed all indices within the control interquartile range. All the indices outside the 25th or 75th control percentiles were noted in 13.9% of chagasics. Conclusion: Chagas’ disease subjects without overt manifestations presented variable and subtle depression and less frequent enhancement or normality of the rate- and time-dependent tachycardia and bradycardia reflex responses related to Valsalva manoeuvre, which demonstrates distinct patterns of finely disturbed cardiac sinus parasympathetic and sympathetic modulation, probably due to inflammatory or autoimmunological damage of intrinsic innervation and/or to autoantibodies-induced derangement in neurotransmitter receptors. © 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Chagas’ disease is a serious endemic infection in South and Central America affecting 16–18 million people (WHO, 1991) under different chronic clinical forms namely, indeterminate, isolated cardiac or digestive, and cardiac–digestive combined. The indeterminate form is the most frequent, representing around 50% of the chronically infected subjects and usually has a long-lasting benign clinical course. It is defined by the lack of overt expression of organ involvement traduced by the absence of clinical manifestations, a normal conventional electrocardiogram and radiological exploration of the heart and the upper and lower digestive tract, in the presence of positive serological reaction for the infection (Dias, 1989; Macêdo, 1999). The forms with overt organ damage, which develops up to 30 years after the acute phase of infection affecting 2–3 million people (WHO, 1991; Macêdo, 1999), are characterized by peculiar clinical, electrocardiographic, echocar-
Trypanosoma cruzi has also been observed in acute and chronic experimental infection (Lopes and Tafuri, 1983; Chapadeiro et al., 1991). Cardiac autonomic damage has also been observed in acute and chronic experimental Trypanosoma cruzi infection in mice (Tafuri, 1970; Souza et al., 1996), dogs (Andrade, 1984; Machado et al., 1998), rats (Chapadeiro et al., 1991; Junqueira et al., 1992), and hamsters (Chapadeiro et al., 1999) among other animal models.

Consequent to this autonomic pathological involvement, well-defined although variable primary cardiac parasympathetic dysfunction and less obvious but detectable sympathetic disturbance were repeatedly observed by means of different study methods in chagasics with the cardiac-isolated or combined clinical forms with or without heart failure (Marin-Neto et al., 1980; Amorim et al., 1982; Gallo et al., 1987; Junqueira, 1990; Marin-Neto, 1998). In the rat model of T. cruzi infection, cardiac parasympathetic disturbance could also be detected as depressed baroreflex bradycardia response (Junqueira et al., 1992).

Studies on the cardiac autonomic function in chagasics with the indeterminate form are scarce. Few observations employing different functional tests are apparently conflicting, some authors having noted autonomic dysfunction and others did not. Prolongation in the atrium–ventricular conduction at the electrocardiogram following pilocarpine administration (Macêdo et al., 1974), and deficient heart rate response to hyperventilation (Iosa et al., 1980) and tilting test (Palmero et al., 1980) were demonstrated. Depressed heart rate variability analysed in the frequency-domain during standing and handgrip exercise was shown, which suggests sympathetic and parasympathetic dysfunction (Guzzetti et al., 1991). In another study, respiratory sinus arrhythmia and heart rate variability in the time-domain and in return map were shown to be depressed, besides normal left ventricular function, demonstrating primary parasympathetic impairment (Ribeiro et al., 2001). On the other hand, evaluation of the heart rate changes in the Valsalva manoeuvre and in head-up tilt test, and of baroreflex sensitivity using the phenylephrine injection method, did not identify any autonomic disturbance (Marin-Neto et al., 1998). We are also unable to detect baroreflex sensitivity alteration in four Chagas’ indeterminate disease cases (Junqueira et al., 1985).

Thus, aiming to clarify the question, we evaluate the cardiac sinus autonomic modulation based on previously described indices of Valsalva manoeuvre-associated heart interval variation (Junqueira, 1990) in subjects with apparent indeterminate form of Chagas’ disease in comparison with healthy controls, which may contribute to the understanding of the pathophysiology of this important and intriguing condition.

2. Subjects and methods

2.1. Subjects

A group of 36 consecutively recruited outpatients (15 males and 21 females) aged 15–51 years with the apparent Chagas’ indeterminate disease, living or not in rural endemic areas, was compared with a group of 52 healthy control subjects (39 males and 13 females) aged 17–49 years living in urban areas. The chagasic group presented median and quartiles values of age (36.5, 30–43.5 years) statistically greater ($p < 0.001$) than the control group (29, 24–34 years). The diagnostic criteria of this form of Chagas’ disease were based on the presence of two conventional positive serologic reactions for the disease (Guerreiro-Machado’s complement fixation and indirect immunofluorescence), in the absence of any suspected clinical general and organ-specific manifestations, and in an undoubtedly normal conventional electrocardiogram. The questionable criterion of radiological screening of the upper and lower digestive tract for search of possible asymptomatic megaesophagus or megacolon was not indiscriminately conducted in all the chagasics, considering the very low mean prevalence, around 2–3% of digestive involvement, and the ethical, practical, and economical restrictions imposed by that examination. Only those few with symptoms had radiological examination of the oesophagus and lower intestinal tract, which were normal. All the chagasic subjects had history of epidemiological exposure to the vector of the disease and were in excellent physical and mental conditions and not using any drugs.

The resting arterial pressure and heart rate assessed in the experimental session were within the normal range for all subjects, with no significant difference ($p > 0.05$) between the chagasic (121 ± 9/79 ± 5 mm Hg; 908 ± 104 ms) and control groups (116 ± 8/78 ± 4 mm Hg; 922 ± 155 ms). This investigation was performed under the universal principles for the research in human beings based in the Helsinki declaration, and all the individuals were informed about the study and gave full consent to participate.

2.2. Valsalva manoeuvre protocol

The chagasic and the control subjects participated in the Valsalva manoeuvre session in the middle of the morning coming from their routine activities. The experimental sessions were conducted in a quiet laboratory room at the
ambient temperature of 20–24 °C. Initially, each individual was instructed in the Valsalva manoeuvre and practiced it sometimes for training. In sequence, after sufficient time of resting, three to four spaced valid manoeuvres were done for each subject in the rest supine position by blowing with the closed glottis into the mouthpiece-tubing connected to an aneroid manometer in order to maintain a constant expiratory intra-oral pressure of 40 mm Hg for 20 s according to standardized previous protocol (Manço et al., 1969; Eckberg, 1980; Junqueira, 1990; Marin-Neto et al., 1998). The Valsalva manoeuvre comprises four phases of baroreflex heart interval changes to arterial pressure modifications: (1) rapid inspiration and onset of the expiratory straining with a variably present evanescent bradycardia associated to a transient systolic arterial pressure rise (phase I); (2) maintenance of the straining with an incremental relative tachycardia secondary to a progressive arterial pressure decrease (phase II); (3) release of straining with progression of the tachycardia to the maximum following an additional sudden dip in arterial pressure (phase III); (4) post-straining cessation of the tachycardia in variable time and onset of the progressive relative bradycardia in response to the rapid arterial pressure overshooting, which lasts several seconds until the complete recovery to the basal level (phase IV). The manoeuvres were considered effective when facial plethora, neck vein distension, and abdominal muscle contracture were observed. The chagasic and control groups performed a total of 103 and 144 valid Valsalva manoeuvres, respectively.

2.3. Heart interval variation indices

The lead II of the electrocardiogram for acquisition of the R–R interval series was continuously recorded with a conventional electrocardiograph in the resting supine position at a paper speed of 25 mm/s from 10 s before until around 90 s after the Valsalva manoeuvre into the recovery phase. The R–R interval sequence was manually measured with an electrocardiographic precision ruler and compiled for electronic calculation of the different variation indices. As previously reported (Junqueira, 1990), the following indices were calculated from the different phases of the Valsalva manoeuvre, the last two being introduced in the previous study: (a) relative tachycardia (%), defined as the percent difference between the progressively attained shortest R–R interval during or immediately after the manoeuvre (maximum tachycardia—phase III) and the longest control R–R interval (the shortest R–R minus control R–R × 100/control R–R); (b) relative bradycardia (%), reported as the percent difference between the progressively attained longest R–R interval after the manoeuvre (maximum bradycardia—phase IV) and the longest control R–R interval (the longest R–R minus control R–R × 100/control R–R); (c) Valsalva ratio (Levin, 1966), which is the ratio between the longest R–R interval after the manoeuvre (maximum bradycardia—phase IV) and the shortest R–R interval during or immediately after the manoeuvre (maximum tachycardia—phase III) (the longest R–R/the shortest R–R); (d) time for the maximum R–R interval variation or time for phases III–IV bradycardia (s), expressed as the time from maximum tachycardia in phase III (the shortest R–R) to the maximum bradycardia in phase IV (the longest R–R); (e) velocity of the maximum R–R interval variation or velocity of phases III–IV bradycardia (or rate of the total bradycardia attained corrected by their run time) (%/s), defined as the ratio between the percent difference of maximum bradycardia in phase IV (the longest R–R) to the maximum tachycardia in phase III (the shortest R–R) and the time for attaining the change (the longest R–R minus the shortest R–R × 100/the shortest R–R/time for the maximum variation of R–R). For each index of heart interval variation, an averaged value was derived from several Valsalva manoeuvres performed per individual, which was considered for the sample group. Fig. 1 depicts how the different indices were measured.

2.4. Statistical analysis

Variables were tested for normality before comparative analysis. The variables with normal distribution in both groups had their means ± S.D. compared using the one-tailed t-test, and those which were not normally distributed in one or in both groups had their medians compared employing the one-tailed Mann–Whitney test. Both tests were employed whenever indicated to preserve the power of each one. The significance level of difference was set at 5% (p < 0.05). According to the variables distribution, the Pearson’s correlation coefficient (r) or the Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient (rS) was obtained to evaluate the correlation between each heart interval variation index with the age and gender for the control group. Analysis and graphical design of the data employed the SigmaStat® (Jandel Scientific, USA, 1993) and the Prism® (GraphPad, USA, 1997) software packages, respectively.

3. Results

No significant (p = 0.39–0.71) correlation was found between the individual means of any heart interval variation indices and the respective age (r = 0.05–0.11 or rS = 0.08–0.09), basal arterial pressure (r = 0.10), and control R–R interval mean (r = 0.12) for each subject in the control group. Table 1 summarizes the data for the chagasic and control groups and shows the results of comparison between both. The median (quartiles) of the relative bradycardia did not show significant difference (p = 0.63) between the chagasic (23.7% ms; 9.7–29.7 ms) and control (22.7% ms; 12.2–32.6% ms) groups, but the median (quartiles) of the relative tachycardia was smaller in chagasic (31.7% ms; 23.5–35.7% ms) than in control (35% ms; 30.3–40.3% ms) group (p = 0.02). The comparison of the median (quartiles) Valsalva ratio between the groups showed a borderline p value
Table 1

Summary statistics of the basal R–R interval and the Valsalva manoeuvre-derived heart interval variation indices and comparison between 52 controls (C) and 36 Chagas' indeterminate disease (CHG) subjects

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Distribution of variable</th>
<th>Basal R–R interval (ms)</th>
<th>Relative tachycardia (Δ% ms)</th>
<th>Relative bradycardia (Δ% ms)</th>
<th>Valsalva ratio</th>
<th>Time for phases III–IV bradycardia (s)</th>
<th>Velocity of phases III–IV bradycardia (Δ%/s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C</td>
<td>CHG</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>CHG</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>CHG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>922</td>
<td>908</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>30.8</td>
<td>23.7</td>
<td>22.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S.D.</td>
<td>155</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>7.8</td>
<td>8.8</td>
<td>15.6</td>
<td>13.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median</td>
<td>891</td>
<td>901</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>31.7</td>
<td>22.7</td>
<td>23.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower–upper quartiles</td>
<td>823–1003</td>
<td>840–979</td>
<td>30.3–40.3</td>
<td>23.5–35.7</td>
<td>12.2–32.6</td>
<td>9.7–29.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower–upper extreme values</td>
<td>593–1306</td>
<td>700–1167</td>
<td>14.6–55</td>
<td>14.6–50.6</td>
<td>−1.8 to 68.6</td>
<td>0.7–51.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p Value</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statistic test</td>
<td>t-test</td>
<td>t-test</td>
<td>t-test</td>
<td>Mann–Whitney test</td>
<td>Mann–Whitney test</td>
<td>Mann–Whitney test</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

See Subjects and methods for the definition of the Valsalva manoeuvre-derived heart interval variation indices.
which indicates a tendency for the chagasic (1.78; 1.47–2.07) to present a smaller value than the control group (1.90; 1.76–2.12).

The time-dependent indices of the phases III–IV bradycardia showed values statistically different for the two groups. The median (quartiles) time for this heart rate response was greater \( p<0.001 \) for the chagasics (14.2; 11.3–18.6 s) than for the controls (10.3; 7.1–13.6 s), and the median (quartiles) velocity was smaller \( p<0.001 \) in the chagasic (5.1%/s; 3.7–8.6%/s) than in the control group (8.9%/s; 7–13.6%/s).

Fig. 1 illustrates typical normal and abnormal heart interval changes in representative Valsalva manoeuvres performed by one control individual and one chagasic patient, respectively.

In 34 (94.4%) chagasics, it was observed at least one index of R–R interval variation below the lower (25th percentile) or above the upper quartile (75th percentile) of the control group. Five (13.9%) of these individuals showed combinably all the indices beyond the control quartiles, that is, the relative tachycardia and bradycardia, Valsalva ratio and velocity of phases III–IV bradycardia showing values below the lower quartile, and the time for this bradycardia above the upper quartile. In 29 (80.5%) chagasics, one or more indices were outside the control interquartile range. At least one exclusively depressed index of rate- and/or time-dependent heart interval responses beyond the 25th or 75th percentile was observed in 21 (58.3%) out of 36 chagasics, and at least one exclusively enhanced index was encountered in three (8.3%). In 10 (27.8%) individuals, it was observed at least one depressed and one enhanced index outside the control interquartile range. Only two (5.6%) chagasics showed each index within this range. Table 2 summarizes the

---

**Fig. 1.** Typical beat-to-beat heart interval changes in the four different phases of a representative Valsalva manoeuvre from one control healthy male subject aged 30 years (A) and one female patient aged 35 years with apparent Chagas’ indeterminate disease (B). The control and the shortest and longest R–R interval besides the indication of how the rate- and time-dependent indices of heart interval changes were measured are depicted. It may appreciate the blunted rate-dependent and delayed time-dependent heart interval changes observed in the majority of the chagasic patients.
proportion of chagasic subjects with the different-values patterns of heart interval indices.

Fig. 2 illustrates the statistic parameters of heart interval variation indices for the chagasic in comparison with control group of subjects.

4. Discussion

Although the incidence of new cases of Chagas’ disease has fallen close to zero after the successful control of the vector transmission (Schofield and Dias, 1998), it remains a large group of chronically infected individuals, the majority in the indeterminate form of the disease, which is emerging as one of the great focuses of interest (Oliveira et al., 1986; Dias, 1989; Ribeiro and Rocha, 1998; Macêdo, 1999). This form ever shows intriguing pathological, functional, clinical, and epidemiological aspects, incorporating several unsolved or controversial questions, one of which is concerned with the cardiac sinus node autonomic modulation. In this regard, the question is whether there is any detectable cardiac autonomic disturbance in the Chagas’ indeterminate disease and what is its pathophysiological and clinical significance.

The Valsalva manoeuvre is one of the most widely used and informative procedures for the study of the autonomic nervous system modulation on the sinus node activity (Ewing, 1978; Eckberg, 1980; Espi et al., 1986; Nishimura and Tajik, 1986). The heart rate responses to the Valsalva manoeuvre are the result of reflex mechanisms predominantly baroreceptor in origin, which involve the parasympathetic autonomic nervous system with doubtful

Table 2
Proportion of Chagas’ indeterminate disease subjects that showed Valsalva manoeuvre-derived heart interval variation indices values inside or beyond the interquartile range (25th–75th percentiles) observed for the control group

| All indices inside the control interquartile range | 2 | 5.6 |
| All indices beyond the control interquartile range (reduced values) | 5 | 13.9 |
| One or more indices beyond the control interquartile range (reduced values) | 16 | 44.4 |
| All indices beyond the control interquartile range (increased values) | 0 | 0 |
| One or more indices beyond the control interquartile range (increased values) | 3 | 8.3 |
| More than one index beyond the control interquartile range (some reduced and others increased values) | 10 | 27.8 |
| Total number of chagasic subjects | 36 | 100 |

Fig. 2. Comparison of the Valsalva manoeuvre-associated heart interval variation indices between 52 healthy controls and 36 Chagas’ indeterminate disease subjects. For each group are depicted the median, interquartile range and extreme values for: (a) the percent R–R interval decrement (phase III—tachycardia) and increment (phase IV—bradycardia) in relation to the basal values before the manoeuvre; (b) Valsalva ratio; (c) time for the heart interval variation from the maximum tachycardia attained in phase III to the maximum bradycardia in phase IV (phases III–IV bradycardia); (d) velocity of this maximum tachycardia–bradycardia heart interval variation. The chagasic and control groups were compared by the t-test or Mann–Whitney test according to the normality or not of the variables distribution.
involvement of the sympathetic one (Ewing, 1978; Eckberg, 1980). It has been claimed that the bradycardia following the manoeuvre is entirely parasympathetic. The mechanism of the tachycardia during the manoeuvre remains controversial, some workers suggesting exclusive enhancement of sympathetic activity and others suggesting depression of parasympathetic outflow; also, both parasympathetic withdrawal and increased sympathetic outflow have been suggested (Bennett et al., 1976; Eckberg, 1980).

The quantification of heart interval variations during the Valsalva manoeuvre has been used as a sensitive and very simple method for characterizing cardiac parasympathetic activity in healthy subjects and in patients with diabetes (Bennett et al., 1976; Baldwa and Ewing, 1977; Ewing, 1978; Kruter et al., 1982; Ewing et al., 1985), coronary heart disease (Tristani et al., 1977), hypertension (Trimarco et al., 1983), and renal failure (Ewing and Winney, 1975) which showed reduced variations in the R–R interval as a result of cardiac autonomic dysfunction, as presently observed in chagasic subjects.

The manoeuvre may be easily performed by almost anyone after instruction and training and it is usually safe and innocuous. A critical concern is the comparability of the Valsalva manoeuvre procedure in different groups of individuals, since the R–R interval changes are not quantified in relation to the documented blood pressure alterations. According to Eckberg (1980), difficulties can arise in interpreting R–R interval or heart rate responses in the Valsalva manoeuvre when some elementary conditions of equality of the procedure are not met for comparison with control subjects. In this respect, we can state that the stimuli associated with the manoeuvres performed were comparable in both groups studied, that is, the depth of inspiration before straining, the intensity and duration of straining, and the magnitude of the intra-oral pressure were all well controlled. Moreover, a large number of individuals and manoeuvres were presently analysed. It is unlikely that the functional alterations observed were due to factors other than the variable disturbed cardiac autonomic modulation.

In the present work, we observed that the chagasic group showed discrete to moderate cardiac autonomic dysfunction characterized by depressed tachycardia response and delayed time-dependent bradycardia responsiveness implicated in the phases II, III, and IV of the Valsalva manoeuvre. Individually, chagasic subjects presented distinctive patterns of cardiac autonomic functional status, which includes depression, and less frequent enhancement or normality of the heart interval responses. Thus, the cardiac autonomic impairment previously detected in Chagas’ heart disease patients by complex and invasive or simple noninvasive tests (Amorim et al., 1982; Gallo et al., 1987; Marin-Neto et al., 1980, 1998; Junqueira, 1990; Guzzetti et al., 1991; Dávila et al., 1998) was also presently noted in chagasic patients with the apparent indeterminate form. This observation reinforces previous findings of suggestive cardiac dysautonomia in these chagasics based on different methodologies of cardiac autonomic evaluation (Macêdo et al., 1974; Iosa et al., 1980; Palmero et al., 1980; Guzzetti et al., 1991; Ribeiro et al., 2001). The prolonged time and the reduced velocity of heart interval change from the maximum tachycardia to maximum bradycardia post-manoeuvre may be consequent to delayed inhibition or reversion of the ongoing sympathetic hyperactivity in phases II and III with retarded suppression of tachycardia in phase III and installation of bradycardia in phase IV, or to delayed stimulation of the attenuated or normal parasympathetic activity in phases II and III with slow installation of bradycardia in phase IV.

The indices of heart interval variations showed different sensitivities in detecting cardiac autonomic dysfunction. The most sensitive appeared to be the time-related indices, velocity, and time of phases III–IV bradycardia. The relative bradycardia frequently employed to characterize cardiac autonomic function by means of the Valsalva manoeuvre proved to be a very poor index in view of their similarity between the groups and great variability of the individual mean values. As to the Valsalva ratio, the mean ± S.D. value of 1.93 ± 0.33 presently observed in the control group is identical to that verified in our previous work (Junqueira, 1990) and close to the 1.83 ± 0.37 value reported by Baldwa and Ewing (1977) and the 1.86 ± 0.35 value reported by Kruter et al. (1982), but higher than the 1.69 ± 0.31 (20–34 years) and 1.78 ± 0.41 (35–49 years) values reported by Espi et al. (1986) for healthy subjects. Based on a large number of individuals, Levin (1966) indicated 1.50 as the lower limit of normality, a slightly greater value than the lower extreme of 1.33 observed in the present study. Low et al. (1975) also considered ratio indices above 1.50 to be normal. The relative tachycardia and the time and velocity of phases III–IV bradycardia in the present control manoeuvres were also similar to the values previously observed by us in healthy subjects (Junqueira, 1990).

Considering the individual indices values for the chagasic subjects in relation to the distribution in the control group, only 13.9% of chagasics showed all indices behind the control interquartile range, suggesting more severe depressed cardiac autonomic modulation, while 80.5% exhibited one or more indices outside this range, indicating a borderline or a discrete to moderate autonomic depression or exacerbation. All the indices were within the normal interquartile range for the remaining 5.6% chagasics, signifying that only these few subjects showed no tendency for or established autonomic impairment. It could be verified for the first time that some chagasics (8.3%) presented one or more indices reflecting enhancement of the cardiac autonomic activity, which may signify the possibility of the existence of a stage of functional hypersensitivity in the natural course of the chagasic cardiac autonomic dysfunction, in the context of Cannon’s denervated structures law. In fact, the indeterminate form of Chagas’ disease may represent an initial or intermediary pathological stage in the natural evolution of the overt Chagas’ heart disease.
The disturbance observed in the chagasics presently examined was certainly not dependent of their greater ages since no correlation was found between age and heart interval indices for the control group. It is very likely that the alterations in the Valsalva indices were exclusively or predominantly due to primary disturbed efferent parasympathetic influence on the heart. Some degree of impairment of sympathetic activity cannot be fully excluded, particularly considering the definite reduction in relative tachycardia and the tendency for reduction of Valsalva ratio. In fact, according to a critical view, complex interactions occur between the parasympathetic and sympathetic divisions at the central nervous system and at the heart level, and the affirmation of exclusively disturbed function of one or other autonomic division is imprecise and may be misleading (Levy, 1971).

The pathogenesis and the pathophysiological and clinical significance of the disturbed cardiac autonomic modulation in indeterminate Chagas’ disease can only be conjectured. The more probable pathogenetic mechanism is the primary direct chronic inflammatory or autoimmune pathological damage of ganglia and/or neuronal fibres (Lopes and Tafuri, 1983; Oliveira, 1985), as classically accepted on the basis of human and experimental animal studies (Junqueira et al., 1992; Marin-Neto, 1998). The possibility that in chagasics with the indeterminate form of disease, the autonomic disturbance is only due to neuroganglionic inflammation, is reinforced by the observation in the experimental rat model of T. cruzi infection developed in our laboratory that the exclusive presence of ganglionic and/or neuronal inflammation without neuroganglionic depopulation was sufficient to cause depression of the phenylephrine-induced baroreflex bradycardia (Chapadeiro et al., 1991). It is important to consider that this animal model imitates particularly the indeterminate form of human Chagas’ disease, considering the discrete and focal nature of the underlying lesions (Junqueira et al., 1992). Another pathogenetic mechanism to explain the cardiac dysautonomia is the binding of circulating autoantibodies to beta-adrenergic and muscarinic cholinergic receptors of heart, triggering alterations in neurotransmission or in intracellular signal transduction resulting in progressive autonomic denervation (Stern-Borda and Borda, 2000). It is possible that one or other mechanism, exclusively, may be responsible for the autonomic disturbance or may coexist in variable degree in different subjects and in distinctive moments of the evolution of the disease. An alternative pathogenetic view considers the cardiac autonomic impairment secondary to the myocardial involvement or ventricular mechanical dysfunction (Dâvila et al., 1998), but this is not convincing.

Autonomic dysfunction may be determinant or the contributor factor in the pathogenesis of electrophysiological and mechanical disturbances of heart, such as arrhythmias (Junqueira, 1991; Baroldi et al., 1997) and chronic progression of myocardial contractile deficiency, alterations in left ventricular dimensional relations, wall motion abnormalities and contractile dynamics, and morphological modifications and apical aneurysm, all of which were proved to occur in the indeterminate Chagas’ disease (Maciel et al., 1995; Ribeiro and Rocha, 1998; Simões et al., 2000). The autonomic disturbance may also impair mechanisms of cardiovascular adaptation, preventing the affected subject from adequately performing physical and physiological activities dependent on the normal cardiac autonomic modulation. Less probably, cardiac autonomic dysfunction in Chagas’ disease may only be a phenomenon isolated or concurrent to other disturbances, without any pathophysiological or clinical significance.

One possible limitation of our study concerns the lack of extensive validation of the new Valsalva manoeuvre-associated indices of heart interval changes used, although their good reliability (Junqueira, 1990; Marin-Neto et al., 1998), the strong confidence that the present findings in Chagas’ disease subjects examined are really true considering the pertinence of the results, and the employment of some such indices by others proving its validity (Marin-Neto et al., 1998). Moreover, ongoing analysis in our laboratory has shown significant and good correlation between the indices presently used and the baroreflex sensitivity measured by the phenylephrine injection method (unpublished data).

In conclusion, subtle variable and predominant depression of cardiac autonomic modulation were detected in Chagas’ disease subjects with apparent indeterminate form, on the basis of very simple rate- and time-dependent indices of bradycardia and tachycardia responses in the Valsalva manoeuvre. Enhanced autonomic activity was, for the first time, identified in some chagasics. The most probable explanations for the autonomic abnormalities are the chronic inflammatory or autoimmune pathological damage of the cardiac intrinsic innervation and/or autoantibodies-induced derangements in cardiac neurotransmitter receptors.
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